EBSCO and The Philosopher’s Information Center Introduce The Philosopher’s Index with Full Text

Research Database Represents the Largest Full-Text Philosophy Collection Available

(PRWEB) January 30, 2015 -- Access to high-quality, full-text philosophy content is a click away for researchers and academics with the release of The Philosopher’s Index with Full Text. EBSCO Information Services (EBSCO) has joined with The Philosopher’s Information Center to publish the first ever full-text philosophy database, which consists of 200 full-text journals covering all facets of philosophy.

According to Assistant Editor Anne Seshadri, Ph.D., The Philosopher’s Index with Full Text provides a unique and complete solution for research in philosophy, with the added benefit of instant access to full text. “Scholars get immediate access to the articles they are seeking, with the full text available within the citation, along with rich bibliographic records, complete and accurate citations, detailed abstracts by authors and quality indexing by philosophers. Nowhere else can researchers find all this in a single philosophy database.”

To help libraries of all types enhance their philosophy collections, The Philosopher’s Index with Full Text features journals that are international in scope and contain the topics in philosophy most researched and written about, including ethics, political philosophy, social philosophy, logic, metaphysics and epistemology, among others. It is comprised of 100 of the most esteemed journals in philosophy as well as 100 additional journals that will help even large research libraries offer a more comprehensive and well-rounded collection to their patrons. The database contains complete, full-text coverage of these 200 journals. Many are unique to this database, and there are plans to add deep backfiles of key journals, including The Journal of Philosophy.

About The Philosopher’s Information Center
The Philosopher’s Information Center is a nonprofit, educational organization dedicated to serving the global philosophical community. The center was founded in 1967 by Dr. Richard H. Lineback, who continues to serve as president. The most important contribution of the center is the publication of philosophy’s preeminent reference resource, The Philosopher’s Index. The Philosopher’s Index has remained the world’s most authoritative and comprehensive bibliography in philosophy for nearly 50 years.

About EBSCO Information Services
EBSCO Information Services (EBSCO) is the leading discovery service provider for libraries worldwide with more than 6,000 discovery customers in over 100 countries. EBSCO Discovery Service™ (EDS) provides each institution with a comprehensive, single search box for its entire collection, offering unparalleled relevance ranking quality and extensive customization. EBSCO is also the preeminent provider of online research content for libraries, including hundreds of research databases, historical archives, point-of-care medical reference, and corporate learning tools serving millions of end users at tens of thousands of institutions. EBSCO is the leading provider of electronic journals and books for libraries, with subscription management for more than 360,000 serials, including more than 57,000 e-journals, as well as online access to more than 600,000 e-books. For more information, visit the EBSCO website at: www.ebsco.com, EBSCO Information Services is a division of EBSCO Industries Inc., a family-owned company since 1944.
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.